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WE BUILD THE BEST

Acknowledged by top global companies

IYOUNG DESIGN GROUP is acknowledged as a professional interior company 
by world’s top global companies.

Design and construction departments consist of talented professionals with high 
level of experience obtained through variety of diverse projects to provide better 
services to �t each project. 

IYOUNG DESIGN GROUP has developed a diversi�ed business model through 
wide range of research and development. We emphasize on improvement and 
stabilization of technical skills for quality management and always emphasize on 
competencies to emerge from the current position to a higher place.

We will always grow as a leading company by enhancing competitiveness through 
developing innovative process and system.



MEET CLIENT’S NEEDS

IYOUNG DESIGN GROUP always starts with understanding the thoughts of customers and 
committed to the success of customer projects based on the professional knowledge and 
sensibility.

With honesty and credit as priority and works with all the interference of forces for the 
development of further architecture industry.

Comply with promised time with customers and based on the experience and skills and taking 
into account the speci�cities of each project together with experts with a high level of design 
and construction experience aims to produce the best results.

create the best space for customers and the environment.

GLOBAL IYOUNG

IYOUNG DESIGN GROUP, reorganized in 2008, headquarter is located in Seoul Korea and has a branch in 
Beijing China. We conduct interior business and perform general construction, PM/CM and trading.

Since the reestablishment of the �rm, we successfully performed various projects including �nishing interiors 
of retail business, housing and o�ce.

IYOUNG DESIGN GROUP contracted partnership with the world largest fashion group like Spain Inditex 
and world leading global companies, also we perform construction projects throughout South Korea and 
China. �is can be a good example to validate IYOUNG DESIGN GROUP’s high quality skills and service.

Currently, we o�er more specialized service, we are dedicated to serve as a Total Solution Provider in Asian 
Market.
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Por olio
ZARA COEX

ZARA GAROSU

MASSIMO DUTTI

STRADIVARIUS

BERSHKA

GLADNEWS

PULL & BEAR

WOORI BANK

CITY AIRPORT, LOGS & TRAVEL  TICKET OFFICE

YONSEI UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM

SPICY COLOR

DESIGUAL

PULL & BEAR ONEMOUNT

8IGHT SECOND

ZARA M-PLAZA

JAJU

THOM BROWNE

HUGO BOSS

ZARA BUNDANG

BOON THE SHOP

OYSHO

BURBERRY

IPARK MODEL HOUSE























SPICY COLOR



DESIGUAL

Spanish retailer Desigual makes no apologies for being unique.  

Like its colorful designs and eye-catching store fitouts, Desifual’s corporate 

personality is bold, brash and confident. Desigual’s first launched store in China which

is designed by multi-colored glass bottles hang from the ceilings with antique, retro

furnishings and traditional rugs illustratinf the essence of the Spanish brand.



PULL&BEAR  
ONEMOUNT, GYEONGGI, SOUTH KOREA 



8IGHT SECONDS  
MOONJUNG-DONG, SEOUL  



ZARA
 

, SOUTH KOREA 



SALOMON
 

, SOUTH KOREA 



JAJU
 

GAROSU , SOUTH KOREA 



THOM BROWNE
 

GALLERIA AT APGUJUNG  



HUGO BOSS
 

, SOUTH KOREA 



Sunyoung Jeon

Okhee Park

Eunsoo Park

2016.03

19, Seohyun-ro 210beon-gil, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Koreaaddress

completed date

project manager

drawing staff

maintenance staff

store concept
Located in Bundang, ZARA has become a mixture between both Oriental and European Cultures and 

as a result, ZARA retail store provided vibrant contemporary, rapidly grwoing city.

ZARA_BUNDANG



Sunyoung Jeon

Okhee Park

Eunsoo Park

HUGO BOSS is a well known world famous brand which brings simple lines in clothings. 

This brands’ line and volume usages in fashion are throughly reflected in store lay out and appearance. 

2015.04

6F Samsungdang Bldg. 747, Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Koreaaddress

completed date

project manager

drawing staff

maintenance staff

store concept

HUGO BOSS



Sunyoung Jeon

Okhee Park

Eunsoo Park

IPARK Model house is a apartment staging project for newly constructed apartments to attract future dwellers.

Model house is designed and constructed based on the comforts and multi-functional spaces to maximize

apartment spaces.  

2016.05

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Koreaaddress

completed date

project manager

drawing staff

maintenance staff

store concept

IPARK Model House



Sunyoung Jeon

Okhee Park

Eunsoo Park

BOON THE SHOP is a select shop, which brings each brand’s uniquness together, and creates harmony

in the retail store. As if the unique diagonal lines create a harmony in the same space, BOON THE SHOP’s

purpose is reflected in the line movement design.

2016.05

176 Shinbanpo-ro Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Koreaaddress

completed date

project manager

drawing staff

maintenance staff

store concept

BOON THE SHOP



Sunyoung Jeon

Okhee Park

Eunsoo Park

OYSHO is a spanish clothing retailer specializing in women’s homeware and undergarments. 

The purity of homeware and undergarments is represented with the color of white and the natural material of wood

throughout the the retail store to attract womens to shop.  

2016.09

750 Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Koreaaddress

completed date

project manager

drawing staff

maintenance staff

store concept

OYSHO



Other Projects 

Partners



HQ Location

Korea
2F, Ryukyung Bldg, 318, Hakdongro, Kangnam-Gu, Seoul, 06098 Korea
T. +82-2-3445-3501    F. +82-2-3445-3503    E. marketing@iyoungdng.com

Beijing
1706, Building 6, West area, Phase E, Shouer Tiancheong, Yanshun Road, Yanjiano 
Economic Development Area, Jingdong, Beijing, P.R. China
T. +86-10-5631-1561

Our Network
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